
The audio origami protractor   c
designed by Seb

Instructions for use
This protractor is able to provide you with both Baerwald or Loefgren alignment for your beloved cartridge on every
unipivot tone arm assuming that the mounting distance (i.e. the distance between the spindle centre of  the platter and the
Pivot of  the tone arm) is not too far from what it should be. If  you bought that protractor and if  you are unable to align
your cartridge with it, contact us, we will provide you a solution for free.

                     Baerwald alignment, Loefgren alignment: what is the difference - what is the one I should use?

The aim of  the Baerwald alignment technique
is to obtain an identical tracking distortion at
the beginning of  the record, somewhere in the
middle of  the record and at the end of  the 
record, places where the tracking distortion is
maximum. The aim of  the Loefgren alignment 
technique is to minimize tracking distortion 
over the record length.
As a result of  the differences between the 
two aims of  the alignment techniques, 
the null points (the points where the stylus 
is exactly in the groove) will differ. 
The following drawing indicates you the 
tracking distortion over the record 
length assuming a mounting distance of  220 mm.

                                   Now, what alignment technique is the best? try both and trust your ears.
                                     You don't want to try both? Go for the baerwald alignment technique

How to use the protractor? First: choose appropriate alignment technique: B for Baerwald, L for Loefgren
1- Set the ant skating at zero or at minimum (very important!!)
2- Release the screws that maintain the cartridge - you should be able to move it back or forwards and to rotate it.
3- Place the protractor on the turntable platter at the appropriate hole (B or L)
4- Rotate the protractor to align the AA' line with the axis of  your unipivot tone arm as indicated on the drawing.
Once you align the line with the axis of  the tone arm, the 
protractor must not move!
5- Place the head shell over the grid. The cartridge is
aligned when the stylus is in the center of  the grid (B or L)
and when the cartridge body is parallel to the lines of  the
grid. Check that the cantilever is aligned with the BB' line
It's not aligned?
Have you canceled the anti skating?
If  yes, rotate carefully the cartridge in order to see a perfect
Alignment with the BB' line.
6- It's done! screw firmly your cartridge and check that you don't
modify the cartridge position.
             
        WATCH OUT: a stylus is a very fragile device!!

An advice: you're understanding that the positionning of  the protractor is very important (point 4): to help you, 
place a light over the turntable and use the shadow of  a ruler to align the AA' line with the pivot of  the tonearm.  
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